
September Programming
FOCUS: Building endurance and ability to handle longer metcons. Learning how to pace depending on the length of the workout. Get stronger. Have fun. 

NOTE: Programming Subject to changes. Official WODS are posted to Wodify at 8pm for the following day. 

Mon, Aug 30 Tue, Aug 31 Wed, Sep 1 Thu, Sep 2 Fri, Sep 3 Sat, Sep 4 Sun, Sep 5
SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR
Calves, quads, lats Upper back, chest, outer hip, triceps hamstrings, lats, upper back calves, IT band, adductors, lats Lats, chest, upper/mid back Back, calves, hamstrings Sore muscles, calves, IT band, outer hip

MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP
Mobility of calves, hamstrings, hip flexors, shoulders Mobility of hips, thoracic, shoulders Mobility of hamstrings, shoulders, thoracic Overhead/ hip mobility Upper body/ thoracic mobility Hamstring/ calve/hip mobility Little extra mobility
Glute activation Core stabilazion Glute activation Rear scap activation Glute activation
Core activation (bracing) Rear scap activation Core activation Core stabilization Core activation

Front rack mobility
WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP
General Plyo General Plyo General Dynamic stretching General
Rear scap activation Broad jump Include shoulder primer Seated box jump Get shoulders warmed up General warm up (skip/jump drills) Double under technique
Good mornings Dynamax ball power movements Rowing technique Box jump Burpee box get over technique Shin warm up
Rope climb technique Clean and jerk drills Shoulder position for push press Single leg plyo Hamstring activation
Wall ball technique and depth Snatch drills Glute activation

WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD
Strength Metcon Aerobic Strength Pump sesh Partner wod 45 min CAP
Back squat 0:00-9:00 Row 0:00-12:00 0:00-6:00 “Double 2”
12 min EMOM “Grettle” 5 x 500m Snatch EMOM x 6 “Run away with me” 2,000m row
1-4 x 3 (moderate) 10 RFT: 12 min to build to H2 odd: max UB strict pull ups For time: 200 double unders
5-8 x 2 (moderate/hard) 3 clean & jerks @135/95 Lvl 1: 350 @ every 3:00 even: max UB SHSPU 800m run (w/band) 2 mile run
9-12 x 1 (HS) 3 bar facing burpees Lvl 2: 400 @ every 3:00 12:00-18:00 80 deadlifts @225/155

Lvl 3: 500 @ every 3:00 rest/prepare for metcon -3 min rest- 60 burpee box get overs @40”
“I can’t come down” 9:00-16:00 400m run (w/band) Lvl 1: 300 single unders
For effort: 20 min CAP Build to HS clean & jerk “Simpler days” 9:00-17:00 60 burpee box get overs @40” Lvl 2: 400 single unders OR 100 double under attempts
400m run EMOM x 18 18:00-26:00 EMOM x 8 80 deadlifts @225/155 Lvl 3: prescribed
40 wall balls @20/14 16:00-22:00 Min 1: 15/12 cal row “U fast?” odd: 15 barbell bent over row 800m run (w/band)
4 rope climbs rest/clean up Min 2: 10 Kettlebell swing @70/53 AMRAP x 8 min even: 15 dumbbell bench press
400m run Min 3: 5 Push press @ 70% 15 overhead squats @75/55 Lvl 1: 400’s through/ 135/95 / burpee box step over @24/20
30 wall balls @20/14 22:00-37:00 45 double unders -3 min rest- Lvl 2: 400’s through/ 185/125 /burpee box jump over 

@24/20
3 rope climbs For quality: Lvl 1: 12/9 cal / KBS @ 35/20 Lvl 3: prescribed
400m run AMRAP x 15 Lvl 2: 15/12 cal row / Russain KBS Lvl 1: front squats/ 90 singles 20:00-29:00
20 wall balls @20/14 10 strict chin ups Lvl 3: American KBS Lvl 2: empty bar/ 20 doubles EMOM x 9
2 rope climbs 10 strict ring dips Lvl 3: prescribed Min 1: 20 ring row

20 ab mat sit ups Min 2: 15 dumbbell curl
Lvl 1: 400m/40 wall ball @14/10 /12-6-4 strict pull ups 30 body weight Russian twists Min 3: 15 dumbbell skull crushers
Lvl 2: 12-6-4 strict pull ups
Lvl 3: prescribed Lvl 1: 75/55 For quality:

Lvl 2: 95/65 40 v-ups
Lvl 3: prescribed 40 superman

30 v-ups
30 superman
20 v-ups
20 superman

COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES
*move with purpose but not all out *metcon should be fast but controlled *no less than :40 rest per row *no more than 2 misses on snatch *aim to hit failure with each set *this is a throw down so lets throw down *maintain moderate controlled pace throughout
*focus on QUALITY *Heavy single should have good form but heavier than 

metcon (hopefully)
*adjust distance to make appropriate *quality heavy double *scale to either floor press or decline push ups *one partner works at a time, run together holding big band *push the last 800m of the run

*do NOT go for an all out 1RM ***QUALITY*** *focus on breathing *lift heavy and go really fast **instead of bench *the workout is mostly the run so pace yourself before it
*stay composed *lets make this workout hurt *sharing bars and rotating is fine *100 double under attempt no more than 3 mins
*each 500 should be equal

Mon, Sep 6 Tue, Sep 7 Wed, Sep 8 Thu, Sep 9 Fri, Sep 10 Sat, Sep 11 Sun, Sep 12
SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR
Lats, chest, quads, triceps IT band, calves, upper mid back Calve, chest, lats, quads Upper mid back, chest hamstrings, lower back, outer hip, triceps lats, chest, upper back, calves, hamstrings General, extra rolling on sore muscles

MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP
shoulder/lat/hip mobility Calve, midline, thoracic mobility ankle, shoulder, thoracic mobility Rear scap activation, shoulder mobility Dynamic stretching Extra mobility
glute/scap activation Glute, core activation Rear scap activation, core stabilization, glute activation Glute activation
Front rack mobility Upper back activation

WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP
General General Plyo general Plyo Jumping drill general
Include core and scap work Go over rowing technique Seated box jump Broad jump Rope climb technique Run through movements
Go over thruster starting with full clean for first rep Double under technique Rebound box jump Bounding
Run through butterfly technique Box jump
Bar muscle up practice with or without band Snatch drills

WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD
“Frantisyland” Aerobic Strength Pump sesh “Big Friday” Partner wod “Cardio Sunday”
For time: 25 min CAP 0:00-10:00 0:00-6:00 CF Total “You think this is a game?” 15 min AMRAP
21-15-9 “Jump around” Power snatch HS EMOM x 6 0:00-10:00 —Buy in— 300m row
Thrusters @95/65 6 rounds: 3 min AMRAP 10:00-13:00 odd: max UB strict pull ups 1 RM Back squat 1 partner runs 400 15 wall balls @20/14
Pull ups 30/25 cal row EMOM x 3 even: max UB ring dips 1 partner runs 200 10 burpees over rower

Max double unders Max UB TnG @ 50% of HS 10:00-20:00 —Then right into—
15-12-9 -1 min rest- -3 min rest- 1 RM Strict press 16 rounds for time: (8 each) -5 min rest-
Thrusters @115/75 18 min CAP 7 hang power cleans @135/95
Chest to bar pull ups “Lucifer” 9:00-17:00 20:00-30:00 1 rope climb 15 min AMRAP

Core For effort: EMOM x 8 1 RM deadlift —cash out— 300m row
12-9-6 3 rounds: 60 pistol squats odd: 12 barbell bent over row 1 partner runs 200 15 dumbbell shoulder to OH @50/35
Thrusters @135/95 :45 on/:15 off 50 cal row even: 12 dumbbell bench press 1 partner runs 400 10 burpees
Bar muscle ups Flutter kicks 40 devil press @50/35 For quality:

Russain twists 50 cal row -3 min rest- 100 ab mat sit ups
Crunches 60 pistol squats 50 hanging knee raises *you go, I go format Lvl 1: 14/10 wall ball, reg burpees, 25/15 dumbbell

Lvl 1: thrusters@empty bar - knee raise/strict pull ups/ 
push ups

20:00-29:00 Lvl 2: 20/10 wall ball, 35/25 dumbbell

Lvl 2: 65/45, 75/55, 95/65 - toes to bar, pull ups, banded 
muscle ups

EMOM x 9 Lvl 3: prescribed

Lvl 3: prescribed Lvl 1: 60 air squats, 40 cal row, 30 devil press @ 25/15 Min 1: 20 ring row Lvl 1: @75/55, 5 strict pull ups
Lvl 2: 60 banded pistol squats Min 2: 12 dumbbell curl Lvl 2: @115/75, rope climb as high as comfortable
Lvl 3: prescribed Min 3: 12 dumbbell skull crushers Lvl 3: prescribed

3 sets:
:20 L-sit (on rings or hanging)
:45 plank
:45 superman hold

COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES
*focus on hitting big sets *this should be a flush out day from yesterday *focus on good technique HS *aim to hit failure with each set *go big or go home *make each round fast *this is supposed to be a moderate effort workout
*no singles/doubles/triples go bigger sets with longer 
breaks between if needed

*focusing on breathing and maintaining equal rounds *metcon should be fast yet SMOOTH *scale to either floor press or decline push ups *lift heavy *decide who is running which runs before the workout *constant movement throughout

*this is for time but still GOOD quality *WATCH THE CLOCK every round should be the same *should not get stuck on any one movement **instead of bench
*row should take no longer than 1:30 **going a little heavier than last week

*sharing bars and rotating is fine

Mon, Sep 13 Tue, Sep 14 Wed, Sep 15 Thu, Sep 16 Fri, Sep 17 Sat, Sep 18 Sun, Sep 19
SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR
calves, IT band, adductors, lats Upper/ mid back, chest, shoulders Outer hip, glutes, hamstrings, quads Extra time on sore muscles lats, upper back, triceps, outer hip Chest, lats, quads, IT band calves, IT band, outer hip

MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP
Overhead/ hip mobility Shoulder mobility Glute activation Light core Glute activation Core activation Extra mobility
Rear scap activation Thoracic mobility Hip mobility Light upper back activation Rear snap activation Upper back activation
Core stabilization Rear scap activation Shoulder mobility Core stabilization

WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP
Plyo General Empty bar squat warm up/good mornings Burpee and row technique Broad jump Muscle up progressions Double under technique
Seated box jump Butterfly chest to bar technique 3-5 min moderate warm up using metcon movements Bounding Banded muscle ups Shin warm up
Box jump Light core movement Dynamax ball plyo/clean 3-5 min combining the movements of metcon
Single leg plyo Clean/jerk technique
Snatch drills

WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD
Strength Pump sesh 0:00-10:00 “Suffering with friends” Strength “Call me batman” “Cardio Sunday”
12 min to Establish 0:00-8:00 Build to H2 front squat 30 min EMOM 12 min to establish 12 min AMRAP EMOM x 30 min
Snatch bal +  OHS (heavy) EMOM x 8 Odd: 20/16 cal row Clean + Jerk + Jerk 50ft dumbbell FR walking lunge @50/35 Min 1: 200m run

odd: max UB strict pull ups 10:00-15:00 Even: 10 burpees over rower 12 bar muscle ups Min 2: 15/12 cal row or 12/10 cal bike
“Hang on for ya mama” even: max UB SHSPU Set up for metcon “Big boulders” Min 3: 50 double unders
5 Sets: 16 min AMRAP - 3 min rest -
3 min AMRAP -3 min rest- 15:00-30:00 2,4,6,8,10, etc..
20 dumbbell snatch @50/35 “Simple like PB&J” Lvl 1: 10/7, 8 burpees Power cleans @115/75 12 min AMRAP Lvl 1: 200m run, 10/8 cal row or bike, 50 single unders
75 double unders 11:00-21:00 15 min AMRAP Lvl 2: 15/12, 8 burpees over rower Strict HSPU 50 ft dumbbell FR walking lunge @50/35 Lvl 2: 200m run, 100 single unders
Max T2B in remaining time Bench press 15 front squats @115/75 Lvl 3: prescribed 20 toes to bar Lvl 3: Prescribed
-1 min rest- -build to heavy 3 10 chest to bar pull ups

For quality: 6 min max Core
-3 min rest- 75 ring rows 3 rounds:

Lvl 1: 25/15, 75 single under, knee raises Lvl 1: 75/55, 10 strict pull up w/band 50 v-ups :45 on/:15 off
Lvl 2: 35/25, 100 single under, knees to elbow EMOM x 9 Lvl 2: 95/65, strict pull up Flutter kicks
Lvl 3: prescribed Min 1: 15 dumbbell lateral raise Lvl 3: prescribed Russain twists

Min 2: 10 barbell curl Lvl 1: 75/55, Dumbbell strict press Crunches
Min 3: 20 overhead band tricep extensions Lvl 2: 95/65, kipping HSPU Lvl 1: 25/15, Strict pull ups, knee raises

Lvl 3: prescribed Lvl 2: 35/25, banded muscle ups, toes to bar
Lvl 3: prescribed

COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES COACHES NOTES

*focusing on staying smooth *aim to hit failure each set *H2 means heavy 2 but NOT 2 RM *this one is a burner *NO SINGLES in metcon *partner workout *this should be a moderate cardio workout
*big sets on toes to bar. NO SINGLES OR DOUBLES *focus on mind body connection *hit a solid heavy 2 w/o losing form *should have at least :10-:15 rest on rower *TnG reps/ bigger sets **partner 1 completes 50 ft lunge, then partner 2 **select rep schemes to allow :15 rest or more each minute
**scale if can’t string at least 5 perfect toes to bar *get a pump!! *stay smooth through metcon *should have at least :25 rest after burpees *focus on barbell cycling **THEN split bar muscle up/T2b however
*unbroken dumbbell snatch if possible *sharing bars and rotating is fine *should not be getting stuck staring at clock *good ol fashion grunt work *big sets on HSPU **both partners complete 50ft before moving on
*should have at least 1 min of toes to bar time
*heavy does not mean max weight



Mon, Sep 20 Tue, Sep 21 Wed, Sep 22 Thu, Sep 23 Fri, Sep 24 Sat, Sep 25 Sun, Sep 26
SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR
calves, quads, hamstrings, shoulders upper/ mid back, outer hip lats, chest, triceps hamstrings, quads, calves calves, quads, outer hip upper/ mid back, shoulders Sore muscles

MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP
Hamstring mobility Thoracic mobility Front rack mobility Glute activation Glute activation Rear scap activation Little extra mobility
Overhead mobility Shoulder/hip mobility Rear scap activation Hamstring mobility Thoracic mobility

Shoulder mobility
WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP
Rowing technique Broad jump Power clean drills Core stabilization Seated box jump General General
Glute activation Dynamax ball plyo Rear scap activation Rope climb technique Box jump Run through movements
Rear snap activation Snatch drills empty bar/pvc Glute activation Empty bar back squat warm up Plyo drills

Deadlift technique

WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD
Aerobic Strength “So workout before I workout. K” Strength “Just a classic” Pump sesh “Cardio Sunday”
Row 0:00-12:00 8 min AMRAP Back squat 20 min CAP 0:00-8:00 40 min work:
6 x 500m Snatch 20 air squats 12 min EMOM Metcon EMOM x 8 750m row

-build to H2 20 ring row 1-4 x 3 (moderate) For time: odd: max UB strict chin ups 30 lunge jumps
Lvl 1: 350 @ every 3:00 5-8 x 2 (moderate/hard) 21-15-9 even: max UB ring dips (use weight if desired) 25 wall ball cleans
Lvl 2: 400 @ every 3:00 12:00-17:00 -2 min rest- 9-12 x 1 (HS) Deadlifts @155/105 20 weighted sit ups
Lvl 3: 500 @ every 3:00 Put away/set up for metcon Box jumps @24/20 - 3 min rest -
*no less than :40 rest per row 10 min to establish “I can’t come down” Lvl 1: 600m row/ lunges in place/ sit ups
*adjust distance to make appropriate 17:00-27:00 Power clean TnG H2 For effort: 20 min CAP -5 min rest- 11:00-22:00 Lvl 2: 750m row/ weighted sit ups w/ wall ball

“Open 14.1” 400m run Bench press Lvl 3: GHD sit ups
“Simpler days” 10 min AMRAP -2 min rest- 40 wall balls @20/14 15-12-9 -build to HS
EMOM x 15 30 double unders 4 rope climbs Deadlifts @185/125
Min 1: 15/12 cal row 15 power snatch @75/55 8 min AMRAP 400m run Box jump overs @24/20 - 3 min rest - *move at a moderate pace throughout
Min 2: 12 Kettlebell swing @70/53 15 strict pull ups 30 wall balls @20/14 *should be working hard but feeling good
Min 3: 5 Push press @ 75% 20 push ups 3 rope climbs -5 min rest- 12 min AMRAP *should be able to hold an out of breath conversation

Lvl 1: hang power snatch @empty bar, 60 single under 400m run 15 diamond push ups
Lvl 1: 12/9 cal / KBS @ 35/20 Lvl 2: 75/55, 60 single under 20 wall balls @20/14 12-9-6 15 dumbbell hammer curls
Lvl 2: 15/12 cal row / Russain KBS Lvl 3: prescribed *heavy with beautiful form 2 rope climbs Deadlifts @225/155 15 ring row
Lvl 3: American KBS *H2 does NOT mean 2RM Burpee box jump overs @24/20 15 overhead tricep extensions

*set up bands if needed for pull ups BEFORE timer starts Lvl 1: 400m/40 wall ball @14/10 /12-6-4 strict pull ups
*attack this workout as if the open was going on Lvl 2: 12-6-4 strict pull ups

*working again on breathing and staying composed *lets focus on intensity!!! Lvl 3: prescribed
*each 500 should be the equal Lvl 1: 95/65, 115/75, 135/95 *focus on getting that pump!
*try to go 3-5 seconds faster pace than last time *move with purpose but not all out Lvl 2: 135/95, 155/105, 185/125 *hit failure each set

*focus on quality and big wall ball sets Lvl 3: prescribed *hypertrophy!

Mon, Sep 27 Tue, Sep 28 Wed, Sep 29 Thu, Sep 30 Fri, Oct 1 Sat, Oct 2 Sun, Oct 3
\ SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR SMR
Outer hip, glutes, hamstrings, quads Upper back, chest, outer hip, triceps upper/ mid back, shoulders IT band, calves, upper mid back Calve, chest, lats, quads hamstrings, outer hips, upper back Sore muscles, calves, IT band, outer hip

MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP MOVEMENT PREP
Glute activation Mobility of hips, thoracic, shoulders, front rack mobility Rear scap activation Calve, midline, thoracic mobility ankle, shoulder, thoracic mobility Glute activation Little extra mobility
Hip mobility Rear scap activation Thoracic mobility Glute, core activation Rear scap activation, core stabilization, glute activation Hamstring mobility
Shoulder mobility Core stabilazion Shoulder mobility Hip mobility
WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP WARM UP
Empty bar squat warm up/good mornings Broad jump General General Plyo Go over power clean drills
Front rack mobility Dynamax ball power movements Go over rowing technique Seated box jump Review bench get over movements WARM UP
Go over pistol variations Clean and jerk drills Double under technique Rebound box jump General

Box jump Double under technique
Snatch drills Shin warm up

WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD WOD Hamstring activation
Strength 0:00-12:00 Pump sesh with function Aerobic Strength Partner chipper Glute activation
0:00-10:00 Strength “Jump around” 0:00-10:00 “You do it, ill watch”
Front squat Split jerk 35 min total work: kind of an AMRAP 6 rounds: 3 min AMRAP Power snatch HS For time:
-build to H2 -build to HS 2 sets 30/25 cal row 10:00-13:00 50 power cleans @185/125 WOD

20 decline push ups (feet elevated) Max double unders EMOM x 3 40 burpee bench get over 45 min CAP
10:00-15:00 12:00-15:00 2 legless rope climbs -1 min rest- Max UB TnG @ 50% of HS 50 deadlifts @185/125 “Double 2”
rest/set up for metcon rest/set up for metcon 40 burpee bench get over 2,000m row

-then- 13:00-20:00 100 wall balls @20/14 200 double unders
15:00-33:00 15:00-31:00 Core rest/ set up for metcon 2 mile run
18 min CAP “Old school new school” 2 sets 3 rounds:
“Lucifer” AMRAP x 7 min 15 dumbbell shoulder press :45 on/:15 off 20:00-40:00 Lvl 1: @95/65 - burpee box jump over - 14/10
For effort: 10 thrusters @95/65 15 inverted row Flutter kicks “Change is good” Lvl 2: @155/105 - burpee box get over @30/24 (w/hands)- 

20/14
Lvl 1: 300 single unders

60 pistol squats 5 bar muscle ups Russain twists 20 min AMRAP Lvl 3: prescribed Lvl 2: 400 single unders OR 100 double under attempts
50 cal row -then- Crunches 400m run Lvl 3: prescribed
40 devil press @50/35 -2:00 rest- 16 dumbbell OHS @50/35
50 cal row 2 sets 16 chest to bar pull ups *this is supposed to be a throw down so lets throwdown
60 pistol squats AMRAP x 7 min 20 goblet squat *one partner works at a time split however *maintain moderate controlled pace throughout

10 shoulder to overhead @95/65 20 jumping lunges *this should be a flush out day from yesterday *remember ALWAYS BIG SETS we don’t do singles no 
more

*push the last 800m of the run

Lvl 1: 60 air squats, 40 cal row, 30 devil press @ 25/15 10 toes to bar *focusing on breathing and maintaining equal rounds Lvl 1: double dumbbell front squat @25/20 /pull ups *the workout is mostly the run so pace yourself before i
Lvl 2: 60 banded pistol squats *WATCH THE CLOCK every round should be the same Lvl 2: dumbbell OHS @35/20 - chest to bar *100 double under attempt no more than 3 mins
Lvl 3: prescribed *row should take no longer than 1:30 Lvl 3: prescribed

Lvl 1: strict pull up/ knee raise *repeat as many times as you can in 35 mins
Lvl 2: 7 chest to bar/ 10 toes to bar *goal is to work hard but also be able to talk with your 

buddies and lift
*focus on good technique HS Lvl 3: prescribed *scale to 1 legless rope climb or strict chin ups if need *focus on finding good position with dumbbell
*metcon should be fast yet SMOOTH *try to do 8 OHS per arm to make it even
*should not get stuck on any one movement *focus on moving fast with QUALITY *big sets on chest to bar/unbroken if you can

*unbroken movements if possilbe. NO SINGLES. WE DO 
BIG SETS HERE

*stay smooth on run

*always stay in control this is not an all out effort

Core/accessory:
3 sets:
20 assisted pull ups
20 v-ups


